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The Industrial Revolution

“The opening ofa foreign trade, by making them acquainted with new
objects . . . sometimes works a sort ofIndustrial Revolution in a

country... . inducing those who were satisfied with scanty comforts
andlittle work, to work harderfor the gratification of their new tastes,

and even to save, and accumulate capital.”

—John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)

Essential Question: Why did the Industrial Revolution begin in Great Britain
and then spread to the continent?

Bas philosopher John Stuart Mill lived through one of the greatest
revolutions in European history. During his lifetime new technological
developments in manufacturing, transportation, and communications played a
powerfulrole in transforming Europe’s economy from one largely dependent
upon agriculture to one that revolved around the production of goods, or
industry. Knownas the Industrial Revolution,the era proceededin twostages.

The initial Industrial Revolution began in thetextile industry in Britain
in the mid-18th century andlater spread to the European continent. Britain’s
natural resources, including coal andiron, combined withits social, economic,
and political structure, madeit idealfor industrial development. By the 1850s,
Britain had achievedindustrial dominance in Europe and the world. Between
1850 and 1870, France and Prussia were becoming more industrialized as
well. Yet industrialization proceeded more slowly in those two countries, so
governments took a more prominentrole in supporting change.

From about1870 to 1914, a second industrial revolution occurred. Often
called the Age ofSteel, it featured more complex technologies, such as the
internal combustion engine.It extended the reach ofindustrialization through
Russia and Eastern Europe. Upto thattime, Russia’s reliance on serfdom had
delayed industrialization in Eastern Europe,as tsars such as Catherine II and
AlexanderI did not support industrialization. Eastern European countries also
lacked the raw materials such as coal, which limitedtheir ability to industrialize.

By 1914, industrialization had spread throughout Europe and was
increasingin otherparts ofthe world.In particular, the United States and Japan
were heavily industrialized.
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Great Britain’s Industrial Dominance

Great Britain established the lead in the Industrial Revolution through the

mechanization of textile production, the development of steam power,

increased coal mining, and the production of wrought iron (the molded

form of iron used for building iron objects) and steel. The development of

railroads in Britain sped the transportation of raw materials to factories and

offinished goods to consumers. Anotherkey to Britain’s industrialization was

that no location was more than a few miles from a canal,a river, or the coast.

In addition, Britain’s Parliamentary democracy enabled manufacturers and

industrialists to influence governmentpolicies through their representatives,

or members of Parliament, Britain had a growing middle class and the British

social climate favored inventors, businessmen, and entrepreneurs—those

who could create wealth rather than inheritit.

The Textile Industry

In 1764, English inventor James Hargreaves developed the spinning jenny,

which dramatically increased the production of cloth thread. Before the

spinning jenny, womenspun thread mostly at home, using a spinning wheel

with a single spindle,or spool. Production was slow and the demandfor thread

by textile weavers was often greater than the supply. Hargreaves’s jenny,

however, had eight spindles and thus allowed a single workerto produce eight

times as much thread. Eventually, machines similar to spinning jennies were

attached to waterwheels, and waterpower was used to spin thread. In 1785,

Edmund Cartwright invented a water-powered loom to weavecloth.

Capitalism and the Rise of the Factory With the use of water-powered

spinning wheels and looms,textiles could be produced in large quantities,

or mass produced. Textile workers no longer worked at home or in small

workshops. Instead, they labored togetherin textile mills in groups aslarge as

three or four hundred. Openinga textile mill required capital, or money and

other resourcesset aside for building a business. Often, new owners borrowed

money from banks in the form of loans they would have to repay from the

profits of the mill. Private individuals also invested in new companies or

contributed money in exchangefor a share offuture profits. These individuals

would receivea portion,orshare, of the mill’s profit at the end ofthe year. The

mill owners generatedprofits by selling finished goods.

In Britain, private individuals, not the king orthestate, ownedthe mills.

This system of private ownership of industry became known as capitalism.

The textile manufacturing industry created a new class of well-to-do factory

owners. Unlikearistocrats, their wealth camefrombusiness,not inherited land.

Eventually, textile mills became knownas manufactories, or simply factories

because they manufactured goods.

Cotton Becomes King Britain had an abundant supply ofwool from sheep.

However, consumers, people who purchase goods orservices, increasingly

favored cotton cloth. Comparedto wool, cotton waslighter, cooler, and easier
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to dye bright colors and patterns. Cotton was grown in Britain’s colonies in
India and the American South. Raw,fluffy cotton bolls contained seeds and
had to be cleaned, or combed, slowly by hand before they could be spuninto
thread. In 1794, American inventor Eli Whitney unveiled a machinecalled
the cotton gin that removed seeds from cotton bolls, revolutionizing the
production of cotton cloth. Large quantities of combed cotton could now be
imported from America or India and wovenin Britain. By the endofthe 18th
century, Britain was exporting finished cotton cloth to its American colonies
andto the other countries of Europe.

Steam Power Changes Manufacturing In 1769, James Watt of Scotland
patented the steam engine, a revolutionary technology that used steam from
water heated by a coal fire to power numerous devices. The pressure from
built-up steam moveda system of small plungers, or pistons, attached to gears
and shafts to generate energy to operate machines. By 1800, steam power had
begun to replace waterpowerin textile factories. Factories no longerhad to be
located near a stream orriver. Instead they could be anywhere, as long there
was a steady supply ofcoal to keep the steam engines moving. By 1835, there
were more than 1,000 steam-powered loomsin Britain.

Coal wastransported to factories over land by carts or via water. In the
early 19th century, the British Parliament sponsored the construction of canals
expressly for the transport of coal. Steamboats carrying cargo traveled the
nearly 2,000 miles of canals that had been dug by 1815.

Railroads

Steam power soon had another important use. In 1816, George Stephenson
invented a locomotive powered by steam that ran alongiron rails. The railway
industry had become a major componentof the Industrial Revolution. By
1830, 51 miles ofrails had been laid in Britain. Rail transport soon eclipsed
canals. By 1850, British railways encompassed more than 6,000 miles, uniting
all regions of the country. Trains carried raw materials to factories and goods
from factories to consumersincities, or to ports for export abroad.

 

George Stephenson’s
locomotive, constructed
in 1829, was a

breakthrough in land

transportation. Like
steam ships,it used the
expansive power of
steam to produce rotary
motion.

Credit: Getty Images
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People, as well as goods,traveled byrail. Improved transportation helped

create a sense of common culture and national identity. Greater mobility led

to increased trade and migration, which increased links between regions.

In addition, the growth of mass production and mass consumption reduced

differencesin regionaldialects, dress, and other customs. Before the Industrial

Revolution, all goods from cloth to soapto dishesto nails were produced by hand,

so they were expensive. Manufacturing reduced the prices for many goods, so

they became available to many people for thefirst time and consumerism—

promoting the buying of goods and services—became part of the economic

fabric. Local variations of goods decreased, and people recognized that they

had much in common with one another. While economic class differences

remainedstrong, cultural differences declined. People increasingly identified

with their country rather than with city orregion.

Coal

Beginning in the 19th century, coal became the major source of energy in

Britain. Coal stoves rather than wood-burning fireplaces heated homes and

buildings. More important,railroads and factories needed coal for fuel. Britain

had abundantcoalreserves, especially in the regions of northeast and central

England, southeast Scotland, and Wales. However, coal mining wasa difficult

and dangerous job. Workers often died in cave-ins, floods, or from inhaling

the poisonous gases that accumulated underground. The demand for coal,

however, drew millions of men and womento the mines. In 1750, Britain

produced about3 million tons of coal. By 1816, production reached 16 million

tons. Thenit approximately doubled every 20 years for the following century.

Iron and Steel

During the Industrial Revolution, demand for iron soared. Railroads needed

iron to build tracks and locomotives. Steam engines and furnaces andall kinds

of tools were made of iron. The military needed iron for weapons, including

cannonsand cannonballs. Bridges were made ofwroughtiron, while buildings

hadiron staircases, railings, and other fixtures.

Coke Smelting Coal played an important role in the production of iron.

Coke, a solid form of coal bricks, provided the steady burning fuel needed to

smelt, or extract, iron ore from rocks and melt it into bars,called pig iron. These

bars could then be bent, rolled, and molded into wroughtiron to use in building

machines andin construction. Since people often found iron deposits near coal

seams,the iron industry becameclosely tied to coal-producingregions.

The Growthofthe Iron Industry Smelting and molding iron could be a

time-consumingprocess. In 1783, Henry Cort, a former British navalofficer,

improved the production of wrought iron with the invention of his puddling

furnace androller mechanism that could shape iron while it wasstill soft and

malleable. Cort became knownasthe fatherofBritain’s iron industry. Between

1780 and 1790, Britain produced about 70,000 tons of iron. Between 1855 and

1859, it produced 3.5 million tons. By the early 20th century, Britain was the
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greatest iron-producing nation in the world, smelting more than 8.7 million
tons between 1900 and 1904.

Steel In 1856, English inventor Henry Bessemerpatented the Bessemer

process, a method for mass-producing steel, a combination ofiron and carbon

that is more durable and moreresistantto rust than pure iron. Bessemerrelied

on huge furnaces and hot air pumps that removed impurities from pig iron

via a chemical process called oxidation. Bessemer’s invention revolutionized
the production of steel, and Britain became a leader in steel production. A

combination of glass and iron struts could also produce entire structures,

including the Crystal Palace of the Great Exhibition of 1851, and London’s
Paddington Station, completed in 1854.

The Great Exhibition of 1851 In 1851, Britain celebrated its economic

progress by staging the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All

Nations. The centerpiece of the exhibit was the magnificent Crystal Palace, a

multistory glass and steel structure the length ofthree city blocks.

As host country of the Great Exhibition, Britain mounted the largest

exhibits. Among the inventions displayed were a steam-powered hammer, a
hydraulic press, early bicycles that were known asvelocipedes, rubber-tubed

hearing aids, a high-speed printing press, and a massive railway locomotive.

Morethan 6 million people attended the Exhibition. The Palace andits exhibits
were intended to impress the world with Britain’s industrial strength.

Political Power and Social Class

As John Stuart Mill suggested in the quotation that opened this chapter, the

Industrial Revolution caused people to work and save money for the future.

Previously, people hadlittle to save for. Most goods were so expensivethat

they were out ofreach for most people. However,industrialization made goods
affordable, so people had a reason to work hard and save money.Mill believed
this was a great benefit to society.

Not everyone agreed with Mill’s positive view of industrialization. Some

people, known as Luddites, were so angry at how mechanization had replaced
humanlaborthat they destroyed machinery.

More generally, the Industrial Revolution also created enormoussocial

class differences. Gaps between the richest and poorest members of society

meant that many people could not enjoy the benefits of prosperity. For many

thousands of people, the Industrial Revolution led to a life of tedious work

with long hours andlittle reward. However, others found new opportunities for
upwardsocial mobility and education. And while life was especially harsh for

the first generation or two that lived in cities, by the end of the 19th century,

poorercity dwellers did see an improvementin their standard ofliving.

The Growth ofthe Middle Class The Industrial Revolution encouraged
the growth in Britain of a middle class, people who were neither peasants,

nobles, norclergy. They were merchants, clerks, factory managers, and others.

They were, in general, wealthier and better educated than peasants but without
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the traditional status and powerofnobles and clergy. Compared to the working

class, the middle class of the late 19th century led lives that seemed luxurious,

living in comfortable houses often with servants waiting on them.
As middle-class people accumulated more wealth, they could pursue higher

education. Literacy increased and with it the desire for books, newspapers,

and magazines. People became more aware of events beyond their immediate

geographical region. Improved transportation and communications helped
create a greater sense of common culture and national identity. Differences

in regional dialects, dress, and other customs continued to decline with the

growth of mass production and mass consumption.

The Repeal of the Corn Laws Reforms enacted by Parliament in 1832

gave more power to the House of Commons. This chamber represented

merchants and manufacturers more than did the aristocratic House of Lords

By the 1840s, Britain’s middle class was powerful enough to challenge the

Corn Laws, which placed a high tariff on imported grains. These laws kept
the price of wheat, also known as corn, high. High wheat prices benefited

aristocratic landowners, but made bread expensive for everyone. In 1846, the

Anti-Corn League, a reform movementled by Sir Robert Peel and members of
the middle class, pressured Parliament to repeal the Corn Laws. Removing the

tariffs meant that the price of wheat would be based primarily on supply and

demand.(For more on the Corn Laws, see Chapter 15.)

Increasing Trade After the repeal of the Corn Laws, Britain began to

import increasing quantities of grain from the United States and European

nations. British farmers could not compete with the cheap imported grain, and

many of them began to leave the countryside for factories, accelerating the

dominance of manufacturing overagriculture in the British economy.
The Anti-Corn League also supported the larger issue offree trade, a

policy of few restrictions or taxes on trade. The merchant class did not want

Parliament to limit their right to import and export goods. The repeal of the

Corn Lawsledto the relaxing of trade laws in general and further increased

the importanceof industry. The change symbolized a majorshift in power in
British politics, from the land-basedaristocrats to the merchants. Throughout

the 19th century, British tariffs, or taxes on imported goods, decreased. By

1900, Britain led Europe in both manufacturing andtrade.

Patents and Rewardsfor Inventors

TheBritish government recognizedthe importanceofinventors to the economy
through its support of patents, licenses issued by the government that allow

inventors to control andsell the rights to their inventions for a period oftime.

Patents enabled inventorsto profit from their work, thus encouraging inventors

to be creative. While the British patent system dated backto the Middle Ages,

in 1852, new laws enabled inventors to obtain patents more rapidly, giving
inventors greater motivation to develop new devices and mechanisms.

Britain also supported inventors through the use of incentives, or

financial rewards, given for new inventions or improvements to old ones.
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In 1754, William Shipley, a drawing teacher, established the Society for the

Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. The Society issued

a challenge asking people to solve particular problems in fields such as

manufacturing, chemistry, agricultural production,or engineering, and offered

cash prizes to people whose solutions succeeded best. Innovators developed

better machinery for textile production and for lumbermilling. The Society

started as a private organization and acquired governmentsponsorship through
a royal charter in 1847.

Industrialization on the Continent

Industrialization took place more slowly on the European continent, in part

because the British government protected its industries by closely guarding

its inventions from foreign discovery and madeitillegal for anyone to take

blueprints for power looms, engines, and other devices outside the country.
During the late 18th and early 19th century, continental Europe wasalso beset

by revolutions, wars, and border disputes that madeit difficult for governments

to focus on economic development. Manynationsalso suffered from a lack of

natural resources, especially coal and iron. Extreme focus on the aristocratic

market left many of the middle and lower classes without growth and further
slowed industrialization.

Continental European governments were more autocratic than democratic.
When the continent did industrialize, military leaders and aristocrats often

took the lead in initiating economic and financial programs.

Industrialization in France

Industrialization in France tookplace mostly after 1815. Unlike Great Britain,

France did not have large reserves of coal and iron. Most of the coal and iron

fields were concentrated in the north, close to the Belgian border. France had

experienced limited growth in manufacturing during the mid-18th century,

especially around the region of Lyon. Luxury goods such as silk, woven
tapestries, porcelain, and carved furniture formed the basis of France’s modest

industrial expansion. Wealthy aristocrats purchased mostof these goods.

The French Revolution of 1789 and the violence that followed disrupted

the country’s economic development, and manufacturing declined. Though the

revolution had promised democracy, the government proved too unstable to
fulfill its aims. In 1799, the French general Napoleon Bonaparte seized power,
turning the country into a military dictatorship.

Napoleon’s Reforms Napoleonlaidthe groundworkforFrance’s industrial
growth. His army needed weaponsand uniforms, so iron and cloth production

increased to meetthe demandsofthe military. In addition, Napoleon supported

many innovations that helped modernize France, especially in education and

transportation. His administration established schools that taught engineering,
science, architecture, and mathematics. He initiated the construction of new

roads, bridges, and canals that helped unify the nation.
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Among his major achievements was the completion in 1810 of the Saint

Quentin Canal, a waterway joining a network of rivers and other waterways

connecting the coal and iron fields of northern France to the capital city of
Paris. Additional canals connected to ports and allowed barges to transport

grain and other goodsacross the country.
Napoleonalso established the Bank ofFrance, the country’s national bank

and mainfinancialinstitution. The Bank helped fund governmentinfrastructure
projects, including the expansionofthe railroad. As in Britain, government

support helped industry develop.

British Technology Helps France After the French deposed Napoleonin

1815, the country entered a period ofrenewedindustrial growth. Many French
aristocrats who had escaped to England during the French Revolution began

to return, bringing English technology with them. During the 1830s, France

finally acquired access to British weaving technology and started to use looms

with multiple spindles, reviving the French silk industry. The cities of Lille
and Rouenin northern France becamecenters for cotton manufacturing. The

Alsace region of northeast France provedrichin deposits of coal and iron and

beganto attract manufacturers.
The introduction of the steam engine increased the demand for coal.

Industrialist Frangois de Wendel began to use steam engines to mine coal. He
also introduced the British method of smelting iron, and his family became

one of the major manufacturers of heavy machinery during the 19th century.

French Railroads The French began to build railroads shortly after the

British introduced them in 1816. By 1827, France had constructed thefirst

railway line on the continent. It ran about 11 miles (18 km), carrying coal and

iron from mines to a nearby river. In 1832, it expanded and added passenger

cars. Demand foriron increased as France’s railroads grew. In 1838, French

ironworkers completed the first locomotive made entirely in France.
Railroad lines expanded throughout France during the second half of the

19th century. The government, rather than private investors, sponsored most

of the expansion. In 1879, the government launched the Freycinet Plan, a

program thatcalled for making railroads accessible to nearly every town and

village in France.

Trade Agreements and Tariffs The French governmenttried to protect

its industries from competition by controlling the importation of goods. To do
so, the governmentlevied high tariffs on imports. Sometimes it banned the

importation of certain goodsaltogether. This changed in 1860, when a British

member of Parliament, Richard Cobden, convinced the French government

that free trade would improve their labor market. France and Britain signed

a treaty easing trade between the two nations and reducing Frenchtariffs on
British goods. The era of French-British free trade lasted until France returned

to its earlier protectionist policies and imposedtariffs once more in 1892.
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THE SPREAD OF RAILROADS IN EUROPE
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Industrialization in Prussia

Before the age of Napoleon, the name “Germany” referred to a region in
north central Europe that consisted of more than 300 separate kingdoms,
free cities, and other states. Many were part of the Holy Roman Empire, but

they maintained their separate identities. From 1815 to 1867, many ofthese

states consolidated and became loosely united in the German Confederation.
However, they did not form a single country.

In the 18th century, Prussia focused on building a strong military to protect
itself from Europe’s two most powerful armies, those ofFrance and Russia. It
emerged as one of the dominant Germanstates.

Then,as the Industrial Revolution spread through Europe, Prussia became

evenstronger. Its large deposits of coal and iron helped it becomethe first
Germanstate to industrialize. Prussian textile mills, using British techniques,

began operating in 1786. By 1837, Prussia had morethan 1,000 mills. In 1794,

the first coke-smelting furnace started operating in Silesia, a region in whatis

now southwestern Poland. A few yearslater, the Ruhr Valley, an area straddling

the Rhine River in Western Germany, becamea centerof iron production. The

introduction of the steam engine in the 1830s spurred the demandfor iron and

coal. By 1850, Prussia was producing around 529,000 tons of iron and mining
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6 million tons of coal per year to support its railroads and manufacturing

industries. Prussia had becomea leaderin industrialization.

The Zollverein Agreement Political divisions reduced trade and slowed
the economic growth of German states in the early 19th century. In 1834,

guided by an ambitious Prussian monarchy, several German states signed

the Zollverein Agreement. The goal of this arrangement was eliminating the
customs, ortaxes, paid on goods imported from one German state to another

and promoting German unity. In 1871, Prussia finally united the Germanstates

(except Austria) into the German Empire.

List’s National System In a set of ideas knownas the National System,

German economist Friedrich List (1789-1846) argued for government

involvement in economic growth, including tariffs and investments in

education and infrastructure. List, a supporter of German unification, believed

that tariffs would protect German industries from English imports. But once
Germany was on an equalfooting with England,List believed, free trade could

be gradually reintroduced.List’s ideas provided the framework for later free

trade agreements among Europeannations.
List also believed that an extensive network of government-controlled

rail lines would help German unification and increase government power.
The first Germanrailroad line openedin 1835. In 1842, Prussia’s government

established the Railroad Fund to finance rail lines throughout German lands.

Germany, like all of Europe except densely populated Great Britain, relied

on governmentsupportto build its railway network. During the next decade

most major Germancities became connectedbyrail, with Berlin emerging as
a railway hub andleading urban center. By the time Germany unified in 1871,

it had more than 11,000 miles of railway.

Slower Growth in Southern Europe

As Britain, France, and Prussia industrialized, southern Europe remained

largely agrarian with few factories and railroads. Portugal, Spain, southern

Italy, and Greece lacked significant deposits of coal and iron. In addition,
their economies featured large landowners who used peasants orserfs to

workthe land. Landowners hadlittle interest in industrial development that

might lure people to work in factories. Because the landed elites controlled the

governments, no states sponsoredinitiatives to construct railroads.
Life in southern Europe remained asit had been for hundreds of years.

Manyusedlittle cash and banks hadlittle role in the economy. Throughout
the 19th century, Britain, France, and Germany grew wealthier and stronger

faster than did southern Europe.This pattern would continue into the 20th and

21st centuries.
However, Russia, began to industrialize. It built railroads to connect

major commercial centers. The Trans-Siberian Railroad transported goods

and materials between Moscow and the Pacific Ocean, a distance of over

5,700 miles. It enabled Russia to trade more easily with East Asian countries.
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Russia’s coal, iron, and steel industries developed along with its railways,

mostly in the 1890s. Russia became the world’s fourth largest steel-producing

nation by 1900.Still, Russia’s economy remainedlargely agricultural until the
Communists took powerin 1917.

To accumulate the money needed to invest in railroads and factories,
Russia increasedits grain exports. It did so even in years whenit had toolittle

to feed its own people. One government minister noted that the peasants might
starve but the country would export.

The SecondIndustrial Revolution, 1870-1914

From around 1870 to 1914, Europe underwent a dramatic expansion of

manufacturing, transportation, and trade that became known as the second

industrial revolution. New innovations in manufacturing increased the mass

production of goods. Steel became a majorindustry. Electricity revolutionized

urban centers and provided a new source of power for manufacturing.

Chemical engineering introduced new materials including galvanized rubber
andplastics. The invention of the internal combustion engine ushered in an

age of vehicles powered by gasoline,diesel oil, and otherliquid fossil fuels.

Mechanization and the Factory System

The expansion offactories increased the demandfor the machinesthat created

products. These machines needed to be standardized in size, shape, and

function so that if one part broke downit could easily be replaced. The second

industrial revolution saw rise in the manufacture of machinetools, those used
to shape metal and build other machines.

Manchester, England During the second industrial revolution,

Manchester, England, became one ofthe world’s mostindustrialized cities and

a center for the manufacture ofmachines usedin the production oftextiles and
other consumer goods. The construction of deep canals in the 1880s and 1890s

brought cargo ships directly into Manchesterto be loaded for export.

In 1898, Manchestercreated the world’s first industrial park—an area

designated expressly for manufacturing. In 1902, the British branch of the

U.S.-based Westinghouse Electric Company opened a factory in the park. In

1911, the Ford Automobile Company opened its first British factory there.
Manchester’s role in industry gave rise to the term Manchester capitalism,

the ideathat free trade couldraise the living standard ofall workers.

The Krupps The Krupp family of Essen, Germany, began manufacturing
steel in 1810, specializing in weapons. The governmentsubsidized muchofthe

Kruppbusiness. In the 1840s, the Krupps invented a new method for making

steel. In 1847, they produced the first steel cannon. Other countries began
to purchase Krupp weapons. Soon, Krupp wasone of the world’s wealthiest

manufacturers. In 1862, Krupp built the first Bessemer process furnace on

continental Europe. They added their own improvements to the process to
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develop purersteel. In the 1890s, Krupp developedsteel combined with nickel,

thin enough for the construction of ships. These steel-sided vessels became

models for oceanliners and cargo carriers. Krupp also grew to become one of

the world’s largest railroad suppliers.
In 1872, Alfred Krupp, the company’s president and owner, presented the

General Directive, one of the first systematic plans for the management of a

large modern company. It described the specific duties and responsibilities of

all employees, established a formal hierarchy, and outlined employee benefits

and regulations for working conditions.

 

     
Die Hüktenwerfe von Krupp in Efjen. (Mad Originalzeichnung.)  
 

While the steel industry took off first in Great Britain, other countries quickly followed. In Germany,
the steel works owned by the Krupp family became enormousin the country’s economic development
andtherise ofits military power in the 19th and 20th centuries.

Credit: Getty Images

Electricity

The second industrial revolution was also an electric revolution. For most

ofhistory, electricity, such as lightning strikes or sparks ofstatic electricity,

were sources of curiosity or danger. Thefirst practical use for electricity

was in communications. In the 1840s, the American inventor Samuel Morse

introduced the telegraph, a method of sending messages along an electric
wire using a series of taps that made longor short sounds, which he termed

“dashes”and “dots.” For the first time, humans could transmit complicated

information faster than a humanor an animal couldtravel. It allowed almost
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instantaneous communication across hundreds or thousands of miles. In the

1870s, the laying ofthefirst successful trans-Atlantic telegraph wire connected
Britain with the United States.

Electrical Generators Transform Urban Life The development of

electric generators in the 1880s led to the establishmentofthe electric grid,

a system of supplying cities and towns with electric power for lighting,

streetcars, and trolleys. With the use ofelectric light, offices, schools,libraries,

restaurants, and factories could remain openat night. City life entered a 24-hour
cycle of work andplay.

Electricity Speaks Scottish American inventor Alexander Graham Bell

patented the first telephone in 1876. Telephones did not become widely
available, however, until the early 20th century. Telephone communications

relied on a central “switchboard,” or exchange where workers connected wires

manually. As telephonelines spread, thousands ofyoung womenacquiredjobs

as telephone operators, making the telephonepart of a new movement toward

jobs and economicindependence for womenin the United States and Europe.

Wireless communication, or radio, first evolved in the 1890s. In 1894,

Italian physicist and inventor Guglielmo Marconi invented a device he called

the “wireless”telegraph. He receiveda British patent forhis invention in 1896

and relocated to England. Marconi’s wireless only transmitted signals, not
humanvoices.

Thefirst wireless voice transmission was accomplished by the Brazilian

inventor Landell de Moura in 1900, and on December 25, 1906, Americans

working for the Westinghouse Corporation broadcastthe first radio program

from a station on the coast of Massachusetts. Marconicapitalized on these

new developments by opening the world’sfirst radio factory in 1912. The new

forms of communications enabled people to transmit ideas, inventions, and
newsrapidly across the globe, and the world became moreinterconnected.

Chemical Engineering

The second industrial revolution brought new usesfor chemicals. Vulcanization,

the process of hardening rubberbytreating it with sulfur, made rubberfar

more valuable.It could be used to make many materials waterproof, including
a coating for electrical wires.

In 1907, a chemist in New York, Leo Baekeland, developed a mixture of

the chemicals phenoland formaldehydeto produce a hard, smooth material he

namedBakelite. This material was the world’s first plastic. Bakelite proved to

be practical material for many modern devices including radios, telephones,
phonographs, and cameras.

Chemical engineering also improved the textile industry. In 1894,

Frederick Cross of England and his colleagues invented a fiber from wood

pulp they called viscose. A little more than a decade later, the English

textile manufacturing company Courtaulds opened the first factory devoted
exclusively to the production of chemical, or synthetic, cloth.
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important

Year Inventor Invention

1876 Alexander Graham Bell Patentedthefirst telephone
 

1894 Guglielmo Marconi Invented the wireless telegraph,
a precursorto the radio

1894 Frederick Cross Engineered viscose, an early

synthetic cloth

1906 Landell de Moura Sentthefirst wireless voice
transmission

  

   

Created Bakelite, the world's

first plastic
1907 Leo Baekeland   

Governments and Corporations Try to Manage Markets

During the secondindustrial revolution, many countries experienced economic

instability that led to a downwardspiral or depression. Between 1873 and 1879,

both Western Europe and the United States struggled with an economiccrisis.

The Long Depression Several factors caused the economic crisis

historians now call the Long Depression. Wars between Germany and France

had destabilized both countries. Germany demanded monetary reparations

from the defeated French, which the French had difficulty paying. Yet in a

growing economy,people increasingly relied on money to buy and sell goods.
However, the supply of money, which was based on the amount of gold each

country held, did not increase fast enough. Money remained in short supply.
Like anything in short supply, it became more valuable, and people had a hard

time borrowing to expand or even operate a farm or business. Investment

dried up for the railway building booms in Germany and the United States.

Investors wentinto a panic overexisting investments, and many workers faced

unemployment. From 1873 to 1896, the rate of growth in production declined,
unemploymentrose, and prices in general fell. It was the world’s most severe

global economiccrisis since the start of industrialization.

Responses to the Depression Nationstried to stabilize their economies

through protectionism,with hightariffs to protect their own industries. Tariffs

had been a successful strategy for economic growth for countries as they began

to industrialize. However, the lack oftrade caused manufacturers and merchants

to go out of business, leading to even more widespread unemployment and

social unrest.
In need of cash, people sought to withdraw their money from banks

causing a “run” on the banks. Because banks had money out on loan before

the crisis, they could not return all deposits and would sometimes go out of

business. Although most nations had recovered somewhat by 1879, similar

crises occurred periodically throughout the 1880s and 1890s. In response to
these upheavals, both businesses and governments tried to developstrategies

to survive economic uncertainty.
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Trusts and Monopolies Throughout the Industrial Revolution,

manufacturers had always tried to balance supply with demand. A surplus of

goods would leadto a drop in price that would cutinto profits, while a shortage

mightraise the price beyond what consumers were willing to pay. Sometimes

corporations would try to set prices by joining togetherin cartels or trusts.

Rather than competing on the open market these groups of companies would
privately agreeto set their prices at a certain level. Such price setting became

illegal in many nations, and governments would punish companies that
engagedinit.

A monopoly exists when one company buys upall its competitors. As

a company grew, one way it might try to control the market was through a

monopoly. That company would then control the entire market for the product
and could set whateverprice it wished. Consumers could not purchase from

any other company, because all the competition had been eliminated. Again,

governments tried to control monopolies by passing laws against them.

Notall monopolies were outlawed, however. The government might decide
that in a certain industry one single company could providebetter service than

many companies, particularly when the cost of starting a business was very

high. For example, electric companies and phone companies neededto build

vast and costly networksof wires to carry electricity or phonecalls, so once

a company built such a network rarely could another company challengeits

control of a market. Since those companies lacked competition, governments
often regulated them.

Tariffs and Other Government Policies Traditionally, governments
tried to protect their native industries by placing tariffs on foreign imports.

Hightariffs, however, could leadto trade wars, with each country raisingtariffs

to punish the other. Free trade agreements between individualstates could

allow for the mutual exchange of goods with few orno tariffs. This meant

a trading partner had a most favored nation status. Free trade agreements

could also be used to support political and military alliances. While freer trade
created more competition for producers,it often reducedprices for consumers.

The Influence of Banks The influence of banks grew as the economies
of industrialized nations became more complex and sophisticated. Large banks

acquired considerable political and social influence. They could decide which

companies and individuals were most worthy of loans and which would be
denied credit.

Banks could also make loans to governments for infrastructure projects
and other state-sponsored programs. In addition, banks helped international

trade through currency conversion. Different nations used different monetary

systems. If an American company sold goods to Britain, those goods would

be purchased with British pounds. A bank wouldthen covert the poundsinto
American dollars for the companyto use.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: HOW DID THE IDEA OF PROGRESS

DEVELOP?

For most of human history, people did not expect progress. Technology and

ideas changedsolittle from one generation to the next that parents assumed

their children would leadlives similar to theirs. This expectation changed in

the Enlightenment.

Trust in Reason The Marquis de Condorcet was a prominent Enlightenment

writer and philosopher (see Chapter 10). Condorcet popularized the idea that

humankindhadthe ability to constantly improve. He expressed this view in his
book Sketchfora Historical Picture ofthe Progress ofthe Human Mind (1795).

He thought that the human mind had already evolved through nine stages.

Hepredicted it would eventually reach a tenth stage of peaceful equilibrium

around the world. While Condorcet acknowledgedthat there were limits to the

population and amountof cooperationa civilization could support, he asserted

that, by the time humankind reached that stage, science would have kept pace

and would resolve such issues.

World War I Challenges Progress On the verge of another traumatic

event, as World WarI began,activist lawyer Victor S. Yarros pointed out how

widespread, yet recent, the idea of progress was. Yarros explained that it was

unheard of in the ancient world, but popularized by Enlightenment thinkers

such as Condorcet. From those thinkers stemmedthe belief that progress was

constant, steady, and certain—thatthe world would alwaysget better. However,

in 1913, scholars began to question that notion. Yarros referred to the work of

Frenchscholar, M. Faguet. In response to the idea of progress, Faguet wrote,

“I thinkit is absurd byits very definition to know whether anyone is advancing

toward a goal.” Faguet argued that mere movement is not progress, and the

theory that humanity constantly and consistently improvesis “sheer delusion,

a prejudice, not only useless, but dangerous.”

Butnotall early 20th-century scholars wereso critical of the idea of progress.

Americanphilosopher, educator, and socialcritic John Dewey presented a more

measured analysis of progress. Although Dewey began his career viewing the

world in the same terms as Condorcet, his views became more complex. He
believed that progress could continue, but that people had to plan and work

forit.

Dangers of Progress By the 21st century, some thinkers argued that the

population might be about to outstrip the ability of the earth to support it.

One such scholar is Ronald Wright. In A Short History of Progress (2004),

he made the pointthat the belief in human progress is not predetermined, nor,

necessarily positive. Instead, Wright described “progress traps” into which

both large and small civilizations fell because their populations outstripped

the ability of their environment to sustain them. Rather than believing, as

Condorcet did, that humans become smarter over generations and develop the

ability to think their way outof their environmental problems, Wright declared
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that somefall prey to the same traps time and again, such as by producing

technology that destroys the very environment that nurtures progress. No

civilization has ever ultimately dodgedthese traps and survived, although the

Egyptians and Chinese madethe longest run at about 3,000 years.

Optimism However, Steven Pinker resurrected the argument for progress in

his 2018 book, Enlightenment Now.Pinkertonchallengedthe “progress traps”

of Wright and suggested instead that humans have reachedthe pointpredicted

by Condorcet. He believed that scientific, analytical thinking had improved

life for most people, reduced the numberof nuclear weaponsin the world, and

given people the capacity to resolve the challenges of global climate change.

KEY TERMS BY THEME

Technology telegraph Corn Laws

Industrial Revolution electric grid free trade

secondindustrial telephone tariffs

revolution radio patents

wroughtiron . National System
mass produced Economics Friedrich List
sleamengine industrialists Meenen. Is
eramos entrepreneurs Manchester capitalism

a capital Krupp family

capitalism protectionism

Henry Bessemer cartels
factories

Bessemer process trusts

Crystal Palace consumers
consumerism monopoly

Great Exhibition of 1851

internal combustion /

engine mass production

fiddle class free trade agreements

most favored nation

industrial park mass consumption  
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1 and 2 refer to the passage below.

“[T]here wasa host ofother backgroundcauses, someasfortuitous [fortunate]

as the immenseresources ofcoal and iron ore [on] which the British sat;

others as purposeful as the development ofa national patent system which

deliberately sought to stimulate and protect the act of invention itself. In

many ways, England was ‘ready’ for an Industrial Revolution. But perhaps

whatfinally translated the potentiality into actuality was the emergence ofa

group of new men whoseized uponthe latent opportunities of history as a

vehicle for their own rise to fame and fortune....

These were all men interested in expansion, in growth, in investment for

investment’s sake. All of them were identified with technological progress,

and noneofthem disdainedthe productive process....They brought with them

a new energy,as restless as it proved to be inexhaustible. In an economic,if

not a political, sense, they deservethe epithet ‘revolutionaries,’ for the change

they ushered in was nothing short oftotal, sweeping, andirreversible.”

Robert L. Heilbroner, American economic historian,

The Making ofEconomic Society, 1980

1. A historian agreeing with Heilbroner’s central argument about the

causes ofBritish industrialization would likely emphasize which of

the following?

a) James Watt’s improvementon earlier models of the steam engine as a

critical breakthrough

b) The importance of the enclosure movementin creating a surplus of

food and labor

€) The British government's ban on Indian textiles to protect domestic

industries from competition

d) The role of the Napoleonic Wars in disrupting economic

development in continental Europe

2. A historian arguing against the revolutionary nature of industrialization

would likely cite which of the following as evidence?

a) The private-public partnerships that helped expand the rail system

b) The pace of population growth and urbanization that accompanied

industrial change

c) Violent riots by unemployed handloom weavers who sought to

destroy new textile machinery

d) The continued existence of cottage industry alongside factory

production for muchof the 19th century
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Questions 3-5 refer to the chart below.
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Year 7 United France Germany Belgium Russia
Kingdom

|1820 u 18 | 1 1 Notavailable Not available

i 1840 34 3 u 4 : 4 En Not available

4 860 81. 8 17 10 Less than 1

| 1880 149 19 | 59 m. 3

1900 229 33 150 23 16 o        
Data in millions of metric tons.

Source: B. R. Mitchell, European Historical Statistics 1750-1970

3. Which of the following factors best accounts for the increase in coal

output in France and Germany during the 19th century?

a) The collectivization of agriculture and creation of government-

owned mines

b) The removaloftariffs to allow capital and labor to move freely

between countries

c) British investment in coal-mining technologyin continental Europe

d) State sponsorship of national industries andrailroad construction

4. The lag in Eastern European coal production was mostlikely a result of

whichofthe following?

a) The dominanceofthe traditional landed aristocracy

b) The developmentofalternate sources of energy for mining

c) British use of patents to restrict the spread of steam engine

technology

d) Inadequate population growth to sustain an industrial workforce

5. The pace of German industrialization between 1880 and 1900

contributed most directly to which of the following?

a) The formationof a British-German alliance against France

b) A new wave of imperial expansion and competition for colonies

ec) Germany’s displacementof Britain as the leading maritime power

d) The overthrow of the German monarchy by revolutionaries
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Questions 6-8 refer to the passage below.

“The civilization, political education and power of nations depend chiefly

on their economical condition and reciprocally; the more advanced their

economy, the more civilized and powerful will be the nation, the more rapidly

will its civilization and power increase, and the more will its economical

culture be developed....

Thesystem of import duties is consequently not, as has been said, an invention

of speculative minds;it is a natural consequence of the tendency of nations

to seek for guarantees oftheir existence and prosperity, and to establish and

increase their weight in the scale of nationalinfluence.”

Friedrich List, German economist, National System of

Political Economy, 1841

6. The economic ideas expressed in this passage are best understoodin

the context of which of the following?

a) Emperor Wilhelm IPs desire to establish German colonies in Africa

and Asia

b) Conservative opposition among Germansto the upheavals of 1848

c) Liberal efforts to help German industries compete with British

manufacturing

d) Romantic writers” appeal to a common German language and

cultural identity

7. Based on the ideas in this passage and the context in which it was

created, the author would have most likely supported which of the

following?

a) The establishment of social welfare programsfor elderly and

unemployed Germans

b) The banning of Germansocialist parties

c) Theinitiation of wars by Bismarck to unify Germany

d) The formation ofthe Zollverein, a German customs union

8. Theideas in this passage mostdirectly challenge the principles of

a) laissez-faire

b) capitalism

c) Social Darwinism

d) industrialization

e) mercantilism
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

“Industrial Revolution implies industrialization—thatis, both the absolute

growth of industry, and its expansion relative to the other sectors of the

economy, those being agriculture and service. . . . Many of the changes

which characterized industrialization in Britain were not new, but they were

unprecedented in scale. Nowhereelse, at least in Europe, had ever seen the

volumeofindustry... by 1850. Nowhereelse had ever seen the concentration

of machines which bythen existed in the factories.”

Charles More, Understanding the Industrial Revolution, 2000

a) Describe ONEpiece of evidence that supports More’s argument

regarding the effects of the Industrial Revolution in England.

b) Describe ONEpiece of evidence that undermines More’s argument

regarding the effects of the Industrial Revolution in England.

e) Explain ONE example of how the secondindustrial revolution

(1870-1914) provoked an argumentsimilarto those described by

More.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEreason for the delay in industrialization in France

from 1780-1850.

b) Describe ONEreasonfor the delay in industrialization in Eastern

Europe from 1780-1850.

c) Describe ONE reason for the expansion of industrialization in

Prussia or Germany in the mid-19th century.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the most significant factors that made GreatBritain a leader in

the Industrial Revolution.

2. Evaluate the mostsignificant effects of the growth ofthe middleclass

during the Industrial Revolution.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs,explain why the Industrial Revolution began

in Great Britain and spread to the continent.
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WRITEAS A HISTORIAN: MAKE CONNECTIONS

Akeyskill needed whenwriting as a historianis the ability to make connections:

between events, time periods, themes, and even contextual backgrounds. To

makea persuasive argument requires not only supporting it with evidence but

also showing howitis related to other parts of history:

+ make connections across different time periods (for instance, showing a

link between the Industrial Revolution in the 18th century and the idea of

imperialism in the 19th century)

» make connections across different geographical regions (for instance,

showing how the Industrial Revolution in Europe benefited from slavery

in the Americas)

+ make connections between similar eventsorissues (for instance,

showing how the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain influenced

industrial developmentin France)

Another way to extend an argument is to make connections between various

contexts. For instance,ifthe prompt asks for social factors regarding a specific

eventor issue, you could also introduce the economicorpolitical contexts that

support the social factors. For example, a prompt might ask aboutthe influence

of the Industrial Revolution onthe role of womenin society. You could extend

this by adding context that explains how changesin the method of producing

goodsinfluences social change.

Forthe prompt below, describe whether each statement is connected to it by

the context of time periods, geographical regions, similar events, or related

themes.

Prompt: Explain how Britain’s supplies of coal andiron ore promoted industrial

growth.

1. As Britain moved to large-scale mechanization,the standardofliving

improved consistently for the general populations of industrialized

nations worldwide for perhapsthefirst time in history.

2. Britain’s Industrial Revolution wasinfluential as far away as the United

States, where people soughtthe methods to create their own textiles.

Americans “borrowed”ideas for building textile mills from the British,

but Eli Whitney’s cotton gin made the raw materials plentiful and

cheaperfor the British.

3. Innovation extendedto otherfields, such as agriculture. Farming used

less labor thanks to seed drills, ploughs, and threshers.

4. By the 19th century, coal became a cheap and efficient fuel source for

producingiron usinghot blast furnaces. This availability of iron, in

turn, led to the developmentof machine tools and engine technology.

Thepaceof innovation became exponential.
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